Nowadays, during rocket launch, the decision-making partly depend on the results of the rocket status inspection. But we know the fast and precisely detect and diagnose of rocket faults is a conflict problem in many cases of bulk information processing. In this paper three methods are proposed. First, a distributed system structure is built in order to save time of information transmission and processing. Then a hierarchical-reasoning strategy is introduced. The last method is on reasoning which using reverse and deep reasoning strategy. The proposed strategies have been applied in a prototype assistant decision-making system for rocket launch system.
Introduction
The safety of rocket launch, especially rockets with cosmonauts in, is very important for the cosmonauts, the economy and even the politics significance of the society. Because of the complexity of the whole rocket system, the accident of the rocket launch happened sometimes [1] - [3] . According to the statistical data, before the end of the year 1995, there are 249 times rocket flights in the whole world. But there are 166 failures, 38% of the failures happened in the launch phase. Rocket launch faults occupy the maximal proportion.
In order to make use of the field expert knowledge and the fault mode analyses results, detecting and evaluating the states of the rocket before the rocket launch is applied and approved an effective method to decrease the accidents [1]- [2] . This method has been used primarily in the Chinese rocket C-2F.
The decision-making of rocket launch depend on the information that the whole system status are in gear. This need precisely fault position and find the exact position quickly enough to meet the real time characteristic of the whole launch system. But the two requirements are conflictive in practice. To a fixed diagnosis skeleton system, when using more information, such as creasing the test points of the rocket will enhance the accuracy of the diagnosis, but it is likely to consume more system time. In the other side, if reducing the information, the high speed is pursued but the accuracy of the reasoning is lost.
In this paper, a distributed structure is proposed for fault diagnosis system in order to dwindle the time consume of information transmission and processing. Then a hierarchical-reasoning strategy is introduced. Last, proposed a reasoning strategy which using the reverse and deep reasoning strategy to find the exact fault position. Then the proposed strategies were applied in a prototype assistant decision-making system for rocket launch system.
A distributed structure of the fault diagnosis system
There are so many test points and complicated fault modes in the rocket system that it is difficult to use the centralized structure in the fault diagnosis system. Utilizing the structure of the distributed system, every subsystem detects the key equipments and diagnoses the key faults of its own part. It is much more fast and effective than a whole centralized system as in many other engineering environments.
Taking the carry-man rocket (CMR) of China for an example, figure 1 is the framework of the structure of the distributed fault diagnosis system.
In the figure 1 , the inspection signals are in the data server. By the high speed and real time network, they are transported to the subsystems. The diagnosis subsystems complete the diagnosis task of their own. The whole diagnosis system works on the distribution and harmony of the diagnosis subsystem's task and completes system-level fault diagnosis. In further, it synthesizes the key info of all faults to give advice on the decision-making of rocket launch.
The structure has many merits. Through distributing and harmonizing the whole task for the subsystems, it reduces the scale of the knowledge base. Every subsystem has its own knowledge base. When there are complex system faults, it needs multi-subsystem to work together and the whole fault diagnosis system gives a diagnosis decision according the whole knowledge base which including complex expert experience about rocket faults. This structure increases not only the real-time characteristic, but also upgrades the accuracy of the fault diagnosis system of the rocket. 
The fault hierarchical-reasoning strategy
Because of the complexity of the rocket system and rich info involved in the inspection signals, the faults can be classified by significance. It can improve the efficiency and accuracy of the reasoning. Classifying the faults for 4 grades by significance, the reasoning matches the rules from the first grade to the fourth grade.
(1) The first grade named serious fault. They can lead directly failure of the rocket launch. The symptom information is from the measurement of the key part of the rocket. Since the amount of faults in this grade is very small, the reasoning is simple and the speed of the reasoning is also very fast. A few rules are used in this grade. Once one rule is matched, the conclusion 'The rocket is not allowed to launch' is presented immediately.
(2) The second grade is named key fault. When this grade fault happens, the rocket can also be launched sometimes after being carefully evaluated according to knowledge base.
(3)The third and the fourth grade fault is the low level fault. These grade faults need much more knowledge on basic devices or reasoning time. Further more, because of the inconspicuous influences to system; the reasoning and diagnosis of these faults will be proposed as a useful suggest.
Reverse and deep reasoning strategies facing to the faults
Because of the distributed structure and hierarchicalreasoning strategy of the fault diagnosis system, the system utilizes the reverse and deep reasoning strategy. Every subsystem has its own rule table; the whole fault diagnosis system also has its own system level rule table. The rules are matched from high grade to low grade and the same grade rules are traversed according to storage sequence. The reasoning process is presented by the rule table in figure 2. For the convenience of constructing the rule table, the order of the rules of the same grade fault is random. Since the preconditions of a rule may be the conclusions of the other rules, when only simply traversing the rule table in the same grade, some of the rules will not be matched. This will result in some faults be neglected. This paper gives a deep reasoning algorithm to solve the problem. Once any rule is matched, the reasoning algorithm will be activated. This algorithm will run in every subsystem individually. Figure 3 shows the flow chart of the deep reasoning algorithm. The key idea of this algorithm is the reasoning algorithm will be over if and only if no rule is matched successfully. In the algorithm, the rules are denoted as integers, so one given integer means one rule. These integers are stored in order. Also the conclusions and preconditions are also stored as integers. F is a matched integer; M is the maximal integer in the rule By the method introduced in this paper, based on C++ Builder development environment, a prototype FDD system is constructed for the escape subsystem of a Chinese carry-man rocket .It contains 58 items info of test points and 34 rules, and it can diagnose 27 faults. A test point fault diagnosis report of the escape subsystem is given in appendix. The report proves the accuracy and validity of these methods.
Conclusions
This paper researches on fast fault detection and diagnosis for rocket launch. It provides three methods to complete the fast decision-making: the distributed structure of the synthetically diagnosis system, the hierarchical-reasoning strategy and reverse and deep reasoning strategies. The diagnosis report of a prototype fault diagnosis system for the escape subsystem of a Chinese carry-man rocket proves the validity and the accuracy of the proposed method.
